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FOREWORD

The PARKA iI-A Report consists of three parts, of which

the present volur.me is Volume 2. The Oceanographic Me'a-
surements. Volunms I and 3. wt ch will be bound separately.

will describe "lie Acoustic Measurements and The Propaga-

tion Modeling, respectively.
The Report was generated by a cooperative effort whi:h 4

was an extension of the teamwork of the experiment itself.

The individual writings of a number of scientists from the

participating organizations were edited and interwoven to form

each Volume. The principal contributors to Volume 2 were

K. W. La(,k;e, L. C. Breaker and J. K. Duncan of the Naval

Oceanographic Office, and K. W. Nelson of the Naval Undersea

Research and Development Center. Contributors to the writing

of the other two volumes will be listed therein.

Special acknowledgment is also gratefully given to the many

individuals who made the achievement of the experiment

p- ssible by their dedicated efforts in the face of great difficulties

at sea.

R, H. NICHOLS

Chief Scientist, PARKAj

vI
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THE EXPERIMENT

i. THE EXPERiMENT (Maury Center for Ocean Science, 1969a), and
are summarized in Volume I of this report.

INTRODUCTION In this volume the oceanographic observations
and results will be associated with the cor-

The PARKA I1-A Experiment was per- responding acoustic measurements.

formed in the North Pacific Ocean in November PARKA II-A was a modification of the

and December of 1969 as a cooperative venture originally-planned PARKA i1 program which
(f fourteen Navy and civilian laboratories and envisioned SEA SPIDER as the receiver plat-

other organizations under the sponsorship of form. When the SEA SPIDER installation

the Office of Naval Research (ON R). It followed p.oved unsuccessful, R/V FLIP was substi-

PARKA I as the second of a series of three tuted and the program revised to accommodate
experiments designed to acquire a comprehen- the change. The new program cemprised two
sive bank of detailed acoustic and oceanographic parts, PARKA Ili-A and PARKA i1-B. The
data to be employed in the development and latter, which included a seasonal repeat of part
test of acoustic prediction models. of PARKA Ili-A, was performed in March of

PARKA Il-A was a combined oceano- 1970; it will be reported separately.
graphic-acoustic experiment, in which the FLIP was stationed during PARKA Il-A
oceanographic effort was designed to provide at approximately the same position as during

a better understanding of the acoustic results. PARKA 1, 330 nautical miles north of Oahu
A description of PARKA II-A acoustic pro- in water 18000 feet deep, and was securely
grams and a discussion of the results is con- moored to keep her closely on station. Various

tained in Volume I of this report. acoustic runs utilizing both ship and aircraft
With each individual acoustic event, a were made in the area, either orginating or

series of concurrent oceanographic observa- terminating at the FLIP site.
tions was taken in order to describe the environ- The ship runs (Fig. I) were made on three
mental conditions along the acoustic path which bearings from FLIP, 000°T, 180°T, and 247°T

caused the observed propagation characteris- to ranges of 300 to 500 nautical miles, over a
tics. Wherever possible, environmental data variety of bottom topographies. The aircraft
were collected at the acoustic source, the re- runs (Fig. 2) were made between FLIP and

ceiver, and at one to three points between them. Adak, between FLIP and the Alaskan coast
This :s similar to the environmental program due north (the PARKA I track), and between
carried out in PARKA I (Maury Center for FLIP and San Diego.
Ocean Science, 1969b, and Lackie, 1971).
A complete dcscription of ship and aircraft
schedules is contained in the PARKA 11 Sci- PRE-EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
entific Plan (Maury Center for Ocean Science,
I1969a). Long Range Transits

The oceanographic effort was divided into All PARKA ships collected bathymetric

several distinct phases to coincide with the profiles and limited oceanographic data on
acoustic experiments. These experiments, or their transits to the Hawaiian are, for PARKA

Events, which are outlined below, are described operations. These transits were designed to
in detail in the PARKA i1 Scientific Plan cover the same tracks that Navy aircraft would

I



THE EXPERIMENT
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THE EXPERIMENT

traverse later in the experiment during the unsuccessful attempts to implant SEA SPIDER,

propagation loss studies of Event 13 (Fig. 2). as well as during other local operations in the
I. R/V CONRAD - Lamont-Dohetly area. In addition, HI(i made current measure-

Geological Observatory (LDGO): Adak ments from R/V TOWNSEND CROMWELL
to the site where FLIP was to be anchored and R/V MAHI. These data, %-i,,,h were col-
(nominally, 27°35'N, 157°44'W). This lected prior to the commencement of PARKA
run corresponded to Events 13-1 and II-A experimental operations in November,
13-2. were intended partly to support the SEA SPI-
2. USNS SANDS - Navy Underwater DER implantment, and partly to provide data
Sound Laboratory (NUSI): San Diego to on temporal variability of sound velocity struc-
FLIP site, corresponding to Events 13-3 ture; they are not presented here. However,
and 13-4. they are included in the PARKA archival data
3. USS MARYSVILLE - Hawaii Insti- file. The PARKA II-A data are available to
titute of Geophysics (HI.G): Seattle to qualified agencies upon application to the
FLIP site (Latham and others, 1969) cor- Director, Maury Center for Ocean Science,
responding to Events 13-7 and 13-8, which Code 102,OS, Office of Nav,' Research,
were cancelled after FLIP was damaged Arlington, Virginia 22217.
by high seas. (See Rudnick and Hasse,
1971.) ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION LOSS AND
4. U•S REXBURG - Naval Undersea ARRIVAL STRUCTURE, SHIP RUNS
Research and Development Center (EVENT 9)
(NURDC): San Diego to FLIP site. General

The track due north to the Alaska Peninsula,
corresponding to Events 13-5 and 13-6 (the During Event 9, which was the first prop-

latter was cancelled when FLIP was damaged), agation experiment, CONRAD was the source
had been adr ,uately surveyed during PARKA I ship and FLIP and SANDS were located at

in 1968, In addition, UFC&GSS MCARTHUR the receiver position, approximately 27°35'N,
collected bathvmetr;,; data on her transit 157 044'W. CONRAD dropped explosive
between Hawaii and Seattle in May. Profiles charges on five radial runs from FLIP (Fig. I).

of these bathymetric data r' - plotted versus I. Event 9-1: from 22°N (335 nautical miles
range and are included as Figs. 36 through 39. south of FLIP) north to FLIP.

Superimposed on these bathymetric profiles 2. Event 9-2: from FLIP due north to a

arc the sound velocity profiles that were pre- range of about 500 nautical miles (36°N).
dicted by Fleet Numerica, Weather Central 3. Event 93. frooi the end point of Event 9-2

(FNWC). due south back to FLIP.
4. Event 9-4: from FLIP to a range of about

Operations During SEA SPIDER 400 nautical miles on a great circle having
lmplantment Attempts a bearing of 247°T at FLIP.

During various periods in August, Septem- 5. Event 9-5: from the end point of Event 9-4
ber, and October 1969, SANDS, CONRAD, back on the same great circle to FLIP.
and MARYSVILLE collected limited quantities Sound velocity profiles collected on each of the
of oceanographic data in the PARKA area, above events are plotted against range in Figs.
These observations were made during the two 22, 23, 24, 28, and 29. Contoured cross sections

3
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THE EXPERIMENT

of the same data are shown in Figs. 25, 26, 27, and to a range of 250 nautical mile% on Events

30. and 3 1. These are presented with the discus- 9-4 and 9-5. XBT's were taken about midway
sion of sound velocity structure in Section IV. between stations, except between 19 and 23

As the source ship CONRAD advanced November, when MARYSVIILILEs XBT re-
along each run at a speed of about 9.5 knots, corder was inoperative. Shallow velocimeter
MARYSVII.E and REXBURG took a series stations were taken at close intervals during
of positions between CONRAD and FLIP, that period. A summary of MARYSVILLE
collecting environmental data along the acoustic operations during PARKA II-A is given in i
path. In this manner, concurrent oceanographic Latham (1970).
data were collected over as much of the path as REXBURG

Ai possible.
The N U R DC thermistor chain was mount,

CONRAD ed on REXBURG for PARKA Il-A. This chain
On each run CONRAD collected a 2500- measures temperature continuously in time at

foot expendable oathythermograph (XBT) 47 points between the surface and a depth of
record every six hours (approximately 55 nauti- 220 meters (Hansen, 1969, LaFond and L.a-
cal miles), or more frequency if a significant Fond, 1971, Smith, 1969). REXBURG followed
change in surface temperature was noted. Sea a plan simliar to that of MARYSVILLE, taking

P• surface temperatures were taken every two a series of positions between source and re-
hours. In addition, a deep salinity-temperature- ceiver. However, REXBURG remained closer
depth (STD) station was occupied at the begin- to the source ship CONRAD in order to moni-
fning and end of most runs. tor more effectively the small scale temperature

SSANDS variations at shallow depth near the acoustic
source. Chain data were collected to a maximum

SANDS took two XBT's each day during range of 330 nautical miles on Event 9-1, 265
the entire experimental period. In addition, deep nautical miles on Events 9-2 and 9-3, and 400
velocimeter measurements (temperature and nautical miles on Events 9-4 and 9-5. REX-
sound velocity versus depth) were made on BURG also carried out a 48-hour drift station
rour occa~sions during the experiment when at maximum range (265 nautical miles) between
acoustic operations permitted. A time series Events 9-2 and 9-3 to investigate time series
plot of these deep velocimeter measurements effects. Whenever possible XBT data were
is shown in Fig. 41. Profiles of SANDS's XBT collected for comparison with the thermistor
data, converted to sound velocity and plotted chain results. Selected results from the chain
versus time, are displayed in Fig. 42. were coded and transmitted as BT's. These --,e

MARYSVILLE included in Figs. II through 15. Because of
the unique nature of the thermistor chain data,

MARYSVILLE was the primary oceano- Section III, Part B, of this volume deals ex-
graphic ship of PARKA II-A. During most of clusively with results of chain operations in
the experim'nt MARYSVILLE took a series PARKA II-A.
of positions approximately halfway between
SANDS and CONRAD. Deep velocimeter sta- Aircraft
tions were taken every 20 to 30 miles to a range Aircraft expendable bathythermograph
of 180 nautical miles on Events 9-1, 9-2 and 9-3, (AXBT) flights were scheduled once on each

4
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THE EXPERIMENT

radial run, usually when CONRAD was close Diego to FlIP (23 November). The tempera-
to maximum range from FLIP. These are called ture profiles resulting from tht .c AXBT's were
Short AirCraft (SAC) flights. Drops were to be converted to sound velocity using archival
made every 24 miles out to a range of about 330 salinities and Wilson's equation lWilson, 1960).
nautical miles on Event 9-1 and 500 nautical and are plotted against range from 1-1.11 in
miles on Events 9.3 and 9-5. The flights occurred Figs. 34 and 35,
on 18, 23, and 28 November, and were num-
bered SAC-I, SAC-2, and SAC-3. respectively. PROPAGATION LOSS AND TEMPORAl,
Because of operational problems aboard the FLUCTUATION OF CONTINUOUS WAVE
aircraft, only I I out of 14 drops were good on (CW) SIGNALS (EVENT il)
SAC-I. 20 out of 21 on SAC-2, and none out Iof 21 on SAC-3. The AXBT's extended to a
depth of 1000 feet and gave an almost instan- Event I I was schedu .-d to take place
taneous "snapshot" of the near-surface environ- along the same track as Events 9-2 and 9-3

ment over long stretches of ocean. Converted north of FLIP, and was to consist of it projector
to sound velocity, these data are included in tow by CONRAD out to a rsnge of 5WX) nautical
Figs. 22 and 24. miles (I -I) and back to FlIP (11-2). However,

the damage to FLIP prior to the commence-
ment of the exercise on I December precluded

LONG RANGE PROPAGATION LOSS, the execution of the event as planned. MARYS-
AIRCRAVr RUNS (EVENT 13) VILI.E and REXBURG, who had already

started north on Event Il-I, returned to FLIP.
Event 13 was scheduled to consist of four Their participation in PARKA Il-A ended a fcw

round trip L.ong AirCraft (LIAC) flights from days later. A shortened version of the event
FLIP to Adak, to San Diego, due north to was eventually carried out with CONRAD as
Alaska, and to Seattle. Explosive charges were source ship and MAHI as receiving ship. The
to be dropped on both runs on each track, with revised Event I I- I was run due northward from
AXBT measurements every 24 miles on the MAHI's position at 26°09'N, 157041'W to
flights inbound to FLIP only. about 33020'N. a distance of 430 nautical miles

FLIP was damaged by heavy seas on I (Fig. 3). Profiles and contoured cross sections
December (Rudnick and Hasse, 1971) which of sound vclocity data taken during Event II
ended its participation in PARKA Il-A. At this are shown in Figs. 32 and 33, respectively.
time, five of the eight flights had taken place
(Fig, 2): CONRAD

I. LAC- I from Adak to F AIP CONRAD continued to take XBT's every
2. LAC-2 from FLIP to Adak six hours as during Event 9, and occupied a
3. LAC-3 from San Diego to FLIP deep STD station at the beginning and end of
4. LAC-4 from FLIP to San Diego Event Il-1.
5. LAC-5 from FLIP due north to 550N
Flights LAC- I and LAC-3 yielded AXBT SANDS

data: 15 of 66 AXBT's dropped were good on SANDS continued to collect XBT's every
LAC-I from Adak to FLIP (17 November), 12 hours at her position near the FLIP site
and 69 of 88 were good on LAC-3 from San and occupied one deep velocimeter station.

5 1



THE EXPERIMENT

EVENT II dures and standard NODC oIgs. The data were
I I I T Ir T I I I transmitted by voice radio to Naval Oceano-

graphic Office (NAVOCIANO) personnel
340o located at the PARKA Operation Control Cen-

.- ter (0CC') at Pearl Harbor. Hawaii After pre-
liminary checking, the data were punched on:' card% recorded on magnetic tape, computer

-- o,, ' plotted for addit; nal checking, corrected, and
Ttaok- , ffo,, mi transmitted by direct wire from Fleet Weather

•) .AM, Central (l-WC). Pearl Harbor to FNW('. Mon-

26o 26°o9 N .. tercy. California by FNWC and FWC personnel.
As part of the archives, they were available to
update the PARKA propagation loss predic-

22o lions made by FNWC, and for Fleet use.
SoAMLJ Thernistor chain data were handleu in a

IooL I A -1 L_ I _. L-_-L-I__A__L similar manner, except that not all the data were
1O 0 1620 [Sao 1540 5 transmitted in real time. Hourly averujes of

'st LongitudOe temperatures at each measured depth were cal-
Fi•. 3 - Track Chart of Event 11 (Propagation Loos culated at sea, and selected averages were coded

,nd Temporal Fluctuation of CW Signals) and transmitted as BT's. The remainder of the

MARYSVILLE data were analyzed later by computer and firm
the basis for the discussion in Section I I1, Part B.

MARYSVILLE had already left the area AXBT data were hand-carried from Barbers
when the acoustic phase of Event I I -I started Point Naval Air Station to H1-I1 and FWC Pearl
on 8 December. However, the XBT's and velo- for analysis. After checking by PARKA person-
cimeter stations she collected along the Event nel, they were sent to FNWC in the same man-

I I track during the period I through 4 [Cecember ner as the other oceanographic data.
are included in the Event I I data file because The velocimeters on MARYSVILLE and
they are considered close enough in time to be SANDS mc- red sound velocity uirectly. The
pertinent to the experiment. STE2. system on CONRAD measured both tern-

REXBURG perature and salinity as a function of depth,
from which sound velocity was computed by

Thermistor chain and XBT data collected Wilson's equation (Wilson, 1960). XBT's,
on the Event I I track by REXBURG from I to AXBT's, and the thermistor chain measure only
4 December are considered to be a part of the temperature as a function of depth. FNWC cal-
Event I I data for the reasons cited above for culated most of the sound velocity data cited
MARYSVILLE. Thermistor chain results in this report by combining XBT, AXBT, and
are discussed in Section Ill, Part B. thermistor chain temperatures with assumed

salinities based on archival Nansen cast dita.
DATA TRANSMISSION A comparisoa of direct!y-measired sound

All XBT, STD, and sound velocimeter velocities and sound velocities computed from
data were coded at sea using standard National temperature and salinity data is presented in
Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) proce- Section IV of this report.

6



REGIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY

I1. REGIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY Several major currents and current sys-
tems (gyres, loosely), are located in the north-

THL NORTHEASTERN NORTH eA.2lueIC eastern North Pacific Ocean. The paths of the
OCEAN major currents form a geographical framework

The geographic beundaries for PARKA witnin which various near-surface water masses

lU extend northwestward from Hawaii to Adak are located (see Fig. 4). These prevailing cur-
and from Hawaii eastward to San Diego, and rents help to replenish and thus preserve the
together with the coast of North America and characteristic properties of the existing near-

the Aleutian chain enclose a large portion of the surface water masses in this region. Two major
northeastern North Pacific Ocean. This ocean currents flow eastward along the subarctic
area can be subdivided into a subarctic region boundary: the Subarctic Current to the north,

to the north and a subtropical region to the south. and the North Pacific Current to the south, this
The boundary between these regions lies ap- second current being an extension of the Kuro-
proximately on a great circle path from Tokyo shio Current. Tthe North Pacific Current carries
to Los Angeles, and in mid-ocean is located in water that is warm and saline in comparison to
the vicinity of latitude 45°N (Subarctic Con- the Subarctic Current. The Subarctic Current
vergence). divides before reaching the North American

18000' 14000' 10000 60
60 6~*.00a 00w 0

LCGEND

Srcmm Approx. Water
SubacticMass Boundaries

Paci tfic / Subarctic Convergence
Water / - North Pacific Current

S-----Subarctic Current
. .... " • ......... California Current

-- California Current

Extenion

!!4 °0 , .., 4 0 0

00 10, 0040Western Eastern•e .... .

North North
Pacific Pacific .

Central Central

.Equatorial
,,. ,t" Pacific '•

150 Water 15*
00o 00
180000 140000' 100000]

Fig. 4 -- Major Water Masses and Current Systems in the Northeast Pacific
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REGIONAL OCEANOGRAPHY

coast, part being diverted to the north, and part Subarctic Pacific Waters are cold and of low

to the south. The northern extension forms a salinity.
loop in the Gulf of Alaska (the Alaskan Gyral) The same subarctic water mass extends
and the southern extension becomes the Call- south between the eastern boundary of North
fornia Current. An extension of the California Pacific Central Water and the west coast of
Current eventually flows southwestward toward North America, mixing with Equatorial Pacific
the c .iator passing just south of the Hawaiian Water as it penetrates this subcoastal region.
Islands. The North Pacific Current also turns This mixture of subarctic and equatorial waters,

southward. Its flow pattern in the area is not located south of 45'N and off the coast of

clearly defined, but it appears to form a complete California, has been given the name Transition
loop or gyre, at least during the summer and has Water. Between the North Pacific Central Water
been named the Eastern North Pacific Gyral Masses and the Pacific Subarctic/Transition

with its center located northeast of Hawaii Water Masses, a boundary region follows ap-

(Seckel, 1962). proximately the subarctic-subtropical divide

The Northeast Pacific contains a number along the western side of the California Current.

of large water masses, each of which possesses This boundary region constitutes what is called

characteristic properties. Water masses can be the Boundary Water Mass. It is typified by pro-

idenified through their respective temperature- nounced variations of temperature and salinity
salinity relationships or "signatures". Some across it, and attributes of neighboring water

typical ones are presented in the following Sec.. masses are often found here (Christensen and
tion in Fig. 5a. Starting just north of Hawaii and Lee, 1965).

looking northwest toward Adak, the following TA
major water masses are encountere-' between the
mixed layer and the bottom: North Pacific Cen- Due to the fact that most oceanographic
tral Water, North Pacific Intermediate Water, measurements made during PARKA Il-A were
Pacific Deep Water. North Pacific Central concentrated in a relatively small area north of
Water is characterized by decreasing tempera- Oahu, Hawaii, the oceanographic features of
ture and salinity with depth, a temperature this area deserve a more detailed discussion.
range of 18'C to I I C, and a salinity range of The area is roughly circular, with its center
35.00°/,o to 34.00%/ (Sverdrup and others, located at the FLIP site, and has a radius of
1942). North Pacific Intermediate Water is approximately 500 nautical miles. It is an
located below the North Pacific Central Water oceanographically complex transition region
and is found over most of the North Pacific containing varying proportions of several
(Reid, 1965). It is characterized by a core of adjacent water masses. In addition, the distri-
low salinity water and has a minimum value of butions of temperature and salinity in the area
about 34.00oI/owhich occurs at 600 meters at are not constant from one year to the next
the FLIP location. Pacific Deep Water occurs (Seckel, 1969). Eddies and turbulence arising
below 1000 meters and has a temperature range from current flow around the Hawaiian Islands
of 4C to 1.5°C and a salinity range of 35.50/oo/ may be present, and there is a zone of con-
to 35.70'/°o. This deep water mass is quite uni- vergence between the North Pacific Current
form and originates in high southern latitudes. and the California Current Extension in the

North of the Subarctic Convergence, Subarctic southern part of the region (McGary and
Pacific Water spans the entire Northeast Pacific. Stroup, 1956).

8
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In the vicinity of FLIP at least three During November and December, the
major water masses are consistently found: mixed surface layer in the FLIP area is well
North Pacific Central Water, North Pacific defined. It ranges in depth from a little less than
Intermediate Water, and Pacific Deep Water. 45 meters to a little more than 90 meters. The
In the upper layers, the relative proportions of average layer depth is slightly greater in Decem-
the various water masses appear to vary signifi- ber. At the FLIP site, surface temperatures are
cantly with time and with slight changes in generally in the range of !I° C to 24°C, and
location. From just below the mixed layer down the surface salinity ordinarily is about 35.00%0/.
to 200 to 300 meters, a mixture of Eastern and Large-scale current flow past the Hawaiian
Western North Pacific Central Water appears Islands causes the formation o. ,.ddies whichto be present. Eastern Nortit Pacific Central
Water can be distinguished from Western North have been found on both sides of the islando
Pacific Central Water by its lower values of chain and identified through geographic plots •

Paii etrlWtrbyislwr auso of certain isotherms. Wyrtki (1967) found 'I
salinity with increasing depth. From about 275

eddies in this area with dimensions on the
meters down to almost 1000 meters, North en
Pacific Intermediate Water exists, with Pacific order of il0 nautical miles, and 3 life span of
Deep Water found below 1000 meters. Roden a few months. He also found large-scule ocean

turbulence to be associated with these eddies.
(1970) defines the zone of transition between t
subarctic water and subtropical water occurring Recent deep ocean temperature measure-
at the northern end of the FLIP area as lying ments through the FLIP area have revealed a
between 32°N and 42°N latitude. Thus, sub- definite temperature inversion toward the
arctic waters may at times intrude into the bottom (Latham and others, 1970). A tempera-
northern extremity of the FLIP area. On rare ture minimum was found to occur at about 3800
occasions, intermediate and shallow equatorial meters. Temperature increases with depth
waters may be found at the southern edge of beyond this level to the bottom, as the result
the area. of adiabatic heating (Roden, 1970).

9
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111. OCEANOGRAPHIC RESULTS STD 5tations during PARKA 1I-A (normally
at the beginning and end of each acoustic run),
no attempt has been made here to contour the
measured data spatially because of the great
horizontal separation between observations.

GENERAL However, CONRAD STD data are included in I

The foregoing discussion of the ocean en- the vertical cross sections of sound velocity
vironment in the PARKA 1I-A area was based presented in Section IV.
on existing literature. The following discussion
of the ocean environment in the general vicinity TEMPERATURE-SALINITY (T-S) DIAGRAMS
of the FLIP/SANDS location (27'35'N, Between 17 November and 10 December,
157°44'W) is based on data collected during the CONRAD occupied nine STD stations. All but
experimental period, November and December one of the stations were located along the north-
1969. Oceanographic and acoustic data were south track through the FLIP site between 36°N
collected only along several tracks terminating and 22 0N latitude. T-S diagrams, constructed
at the FLIP site, and the discussion will be from these data, identify the various water
limited to the area of these observations. Vertical masses and help io explain certain variations
profiles of certain oceanographic parameters found in the sound velocity structure. An ex-
and the variability of the environment near the ample of such a T-S construction is shown in
FLIP site will be discussed. Fig. 5a. A close relationship usually exists

The vertical distribution of the relevant between the T-S field and the sound velocity
variables near the FLIP site has been empha- structure in the region between the mixed layer
sized because the density of measured data is and the sound channel axis. For example, inflec-
highest at this location. The high concentration tion points indicated by T-S diagrams are often
of data near the receiver site was intended to reflected in corresponding sound velocity pro-
provide ample oceanographic data for acoustic files at equivalent depths. Figure 5 compares
modeling purposes. A similar program was con- T-S and sound velocity profiles for a CONRAD
ducted during PARKA I (Maury Center for station; both curves show inflection points
Ocean Science, 1969b, and Whalen and others, between 100 and 200 meters. This relationship
1971). is not valid at depths below the sound channel

As was indicated in Section 1, only CON- axis, because pressure is the only variable that
RAD carried an STD system capable of mea- normally undergoes significant change in this
suring the variation of both temperature and depth interval.
salinity with depth. The velocimeters aboard Initially, the PARKA T-S diagrams were
SANDS and MARYSVILLE sampled tempero- compared with historical T-S plots for the area
ture and sound velocity; the thermistor chain in order to identify the water masses (Fig. 5a).
aboard REXBURG and the XBT's on all ships Comparisons were not made for the surface layer
measured temperature only. Therefore, the because temperature and salinity there are af-
discussion of oceanographic variables such as fected by external sources (i.e., temperature and
salinity, density, and stability will be largely salinity are not conservative properties in this
limited to CONRAD data; the salinity structure region). At the northern end of the track the
is necessary for the computation of density and intrusion of cold, low-salinity water (apparently
stability. Although CONRAD occupied several of subarctic origin) is evident centered at about

10
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80 meters depth, just below the mixed layer. TEMIRATUo (40

Farther south, this feature disappears. From 0 1 1 1 , ,,I I I ,I.i.IrI.I,
330N to 22°N, North Pacific Central Water can
be identified below the mixed layer. Pickard TIMATURE

(i963) states that it may not be advisable to GOO

distinguish between the Eastern and Western
North Pacific Central Water Me•sses (Fig. 4), 100o
since their T-S properties are quite similar.
Consequently, this distinction has not been made
in this report. The most obvious feature common IWO - COMAD $TO

to all T-S profiles along the north-south track 27"U'll 1s5.,'WlOI9Z 50EC49

is the North Pacific Intermediate Water Mash. oEPm,seomEmRs
PARKA Il-A T-S diagrams indicate its presence am o
from a depth of several hundred meters down to
almost 1000 meters. The occurrence of the low
salinity core between 500 and 600 meters at the 2 two0
FLIP site (Fig. 5a) agrees closely with Reid x
(1965). South of the northernmost station, a .
slight increase in salinity of about 0.10°/o, occurs o a,
in the low salinity core. Reid attributes this to

vertical exchange with the waters immediately 3W

above and below the core. All T-S profiles indi-
cate a gradual transition to Pacific Deep Water
below 1000 meters, approaching values of about 4,=o

L.5°C and 34.70%0/.

TEMPERATURE STRUCTUR'E

A typical vertical temperature distribution WO0 -I
in the FLIP area during PARKA II-A is shown
in Fig. 6. The surface temperature is slightly
more than 23°C, and essentially isothermal , ,,,
conditions exist down to the bottom of the mixed 2a

Fig. 6 - Temperature Structure and Potential
layer, which oTemperature at the FLIP/SANDS Site
and near-surface conditions are based on data
collected during the final portion of the experi- PARKA I (Maury Center for Ocean Science,
ment, and closely resemble the representative I969b, and Smith, 1971b) was thinner, about
autumn environment in this region. The iso- 40 or 45 meters, and was not as well defined as
thermal layer apparent at the FLIP site during in the PARKA 1l-A measurements. This differ-

ence is to be expected, because PARKA I was"*The mixed layer is defined as that layer above the depth
at which the temperature is I1C less than the surface conducted in the summer (August and Septem-
temperature. ber). The maximum temperature gradient occurs

_- ~12h
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below the mixed layer in the region of the salinity profile constructed from a CONRAD
thermocline, below which temperature de- STD station taken near FLIP (Fig. 7) shows
creases fairly uniformly with iacreasing depth. that an isohaline mixed layer extending from
However, the thermocline is quite variable, and
the apparent smoothness indicated in Fig. 6 SALINITY

results from the number of data points selected 33 34 35 36

when coding the original trace. The maximum ,
depth of the thermocline region is somewhat
arbitrarily placed at about 800 meters, below
which the temperature profile continues to 500o-

decrease with increasing depth, but much more
slowly, to about 4000 meters. The temperature
increases between 4000 meters and the bottom 1ooo

(not clearly shown in Fig. 6). This results from
pressure effects causing adiabatic heating. A
plot of potential temperature (the temperature 1500

if the effect of adiabatic heating were removed)
in water below 1000 meters in depth is included
on Fig. 6. Adiabatic heating causes an increase 2ooo

in water temperature of almost 0.5°C at a depth
of 5000 meters, which agrees well with a report
by Latham and others (1969). The temperature zbaoo
inversion can thus have a significant effect on

the sound velocity structure at depth.

SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE

The sea surface temperature at the FLIP/
SANDS site decreased from 24.2°C to 22.6°C 3500 o
diring the 24-day period that SANDS collected
Xl3T's during PARKA II-A. During most of
this rieriod, the mixed layer was approximately 4000

ischicrmal. The depth of the mixed layer was
almost always less than 100 meters, and aver-
aged about 70 to 75 meters. CONRAD STO

27"28'N 157136'W

SALINITY STRUCTURE DETH 5506METERS

The surface salinity in the FLIP area 5000

averaged slightly more than 35.20°/I,. The
relatively high salinity results from an excess
of evaporation over precipitation, and according 5500 * I ,

to Jacobs (195 1), is distributed in a broad band
by the prevailing surface currents in the area. A Fig. 7 - Salinity Profile at the FLIP/SANDS Site
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the surface to almost 100 meters is succeeded DENWTY (a,)U4 t5 2 27 to

by an irregular halocline down to the salinity 0 2 ,
minimum which occurs around 500 meters.
Between 100 and 500 meters the average
salinity gradient appreaches a maximum nega- 5SO -
tive value of 3 x l0-3 0/0 per meter. The salinity
minimum represents North Pacific Intermediate
Water, which has been investigated in great 1ooo
detail by Reid (1965). The salinity of the bottom
water in this area approaches a constant value
of about 34.7000. Iwo - CONRAD ST7 I

At the northern end of the track around 27628'N i5?C36'W10o19 Z 5 DEC 69
36°N, the salinity structure is somewhat more DEPT,55O6METERS
complex. The influx of less saline subarctic 2000

water causes a pronounced salinity minimum
to occur between 50 and 150 meters it depth.
This anomaly is indicated by the bulgWS to the 2500
left above 178 meters in the T-S curie shown .
in Fig. 5a. The second minimum ,round 525 a
meters agrees well with the stati,)n taken near z 300o
FLIP, presented in Fig. 7.

SIGMA.T PROFILES

Figure 8 shows the vertical distribution
of sigma-t, a quantity closely related to the den- 4000
sity of sea water. For comparative purposes,
these quantities are often used interchangeably.
Sigma-t is defined as: 4500 j

011 =(specific gravity-i) X 103

where the pressure has been reduced to atmo- 5ooo
spheric pressure, but the temperature and salin-
ity are in situ values. The relationship between
sigma-t, salinity, and temperature is rather com- WOO
plicated, and it is normally obtained from tables.
A comparison of Fig. 8 with historical data Fig. 8 - Sigma-t Profile at the FLIP/SANDS Site
shows the vertical distribution of sigma4 near
FLIP to be typical of middle latitudes. Below depths. This strongly stratified pycnocline indi-
the isopycnal (constant density) surface layer cates the high vertical stability (resistance to
is a strongly stratified pycnocline, which ap- vertical motion) of water masses in this area. A
proaches a const.-,,., value of 27.80 to great complementary profile of the stability parameter,

14
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STABILITY (10I E)
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Fig. 9 - Stability Profile at the FLIPISANDS Site

E(Z) plotted against depth Z, is shown in Fig. 9, occurs, with conbequent change to the sound
using a relationship for E given by Hesselbcrg velocity structure.
and Sverdrup (1915). Negative values of E Figure 9 shows that unstable conditions
represent unstable conditions, positive values occur in at least the upper 25 meters at the
represent stable conditions and zero represents FLIP site, and that vertical overturn may occur.
neutral conditions. Maximum and minimum Three closely-spa,.ad maxima occur between
stability values may indicate transition zones 100 and 400 meters, which coincide with the
between water masses separated vertically, most stable portion of the water column. The
Extreme values may indicate levels where inter- stability maximum at about 370 meters may
nal oscillations are most likely to occur. Negative correspond to the transition zone between the
stabilities are frequently found in surface layers, North Pacific Central and the North Pacific
and often indicate unstable conditions, which Intermediate Water Masses. Below 2500 meters,
cannot pei sist for long periods. A readjustment stabilities approach zero but are slightly positive,
toward more stable stratification generally indicating a trend toward neutral conditions.

St-
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ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABILITY likely that the high wind speeds and large wave
heights which were observed during PARKA

The extensive oceanographic program in I[-A could hay,- generated internal waves
PARKA II-A acquired as much environmental sufficient to cause the fluctuations in observed
data as possible spread out along the track of layer depth. Estimates of internal wave fre-
the acoustic experiments. One consequence was quency based on the density profile of Fig. 8
that the oceanographic data collected during the yield a maximum value of eight cycles per hour
experiment varied considerably in space and (at a depth of 90 meters), and a minimum value
time. Only on infrequent occasions were two or of 0.92 cycles per day. At this time, the existence
more PARKA ships close enough to each other of internal waves significant to the PARKA II-A
to collect simultaneous data that could be corn- acoustic program is conjectural.
pared for quality control. Although all PARKA _

ships passed the FLIP/SANDS site several PC
times during the course of the experiment, they Part B. T Istor Chain Observations
departed the site as soon as possible in order THERMISTOR CHAIN AND
to minimize ship-generated noise at the hydro- ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
phones. Thus, one of the few data records that
can be examined for evidence of temporal en- Capability
vironmental variability is the series of XBT's The NURDC thermistor chain measures
that were collected by SANDS twik.e daily short-period temporal and small-scale spatial
during PARKA II-A. variations in temperature between the sea sur-

The data collected during this 16-day face and a maximum depth of approximately
period at essentially the same location were 220 meters, while operating at its normal tow
examined to determir-. the depth of the mixed speed of six knots. Vertical th.-.rmal structure
layer. Figure 10 shows the layer depths plotted is recorded as a function of geographic position

in the form of a time series; these were obtained and time. Forty-seven temperature sensors on
from the temperature data used to compute the the chain are scanned sequentially (from the
sound velocity profiles included in Fig. 42, which surface to the deepest sensor) once every ten
will be liscussed in S-ction IV below. The points seconds. Each scan includes outputs from two
have not bien connected br~cause a significantly calibieating resistors and a depth sensor. At a six-
higher samplii.z ,ate woulo have been required Knot tow speed th.. chain data are equivalent to
for true resolution of the curve. However, the a bathythermograph drop every 3 1 meters along
data plot shows that layer depths ranged at least the ship's track. Each ten-second scan is re-
from 56 meters to 88 meters. This variability corded ;n digital form on an incremental mag-
c,-uld affect sound transmission in the surface netic tape recorder, and a UNIVAC 1218 con-
duct. puter and peripheral equipment are interfaced

The data plottcd ii Fig. 10 show thzt more with the digital system to accomplish real-time
than two observatiris should have been taken data analysis. The real-time program computes
each day in order to resolve the period and the average (equal weight) output from each
amplitude c r the layer depth fluctuations. Never- chain sensor over time intervals that may be
theless, it is apparent from the stability profile preset from 3.0 to 94.5 minutes. Hansen (1969)
in Fig. 9 that internal oscillations are likely to has described the computer installation and
occur in this shallow depth region. It is also programming in detail.
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Sensors ment. The th.mrmistor chain was operated con-
The 47 thermistors on the chain are spaced tinuously whenever undorway or drifting on the i

PARKA II-A tracks. Temperature data were
at 5.1 meter intcrvals. Temperatures am re . smoothed by averaging over intervals of one

corded to the nearest 0.050C, although the hour. Each average was assigned the time and
accuracy of the measured temperatures is ap-
proximately ±- 0. I *C. The sensors are thermally geographic position of the midpoint of the time

lagged and have a response time of 20 seconds. interval over which the average was made. Mean
sensor depths were computed for earch interval,

The two calibrating resistors show any elec- andeptus were logged for each hourly
tronic drift in the system, and the temperature av era the snr d formath hen
data are corrected with a slope-intercept formula average in the standard BATH Y format. When
p coputd fom he alibatin radigsthe chain was not in operation, XBT drops were
cnmputed from the calibration readings. made at 0000, 0600, 1200, and I 800Z daily. A

few XBT's were taken while the chain was oper-
CONFIGURATION ating, but were discontinued when the XBT

The chain assumes the configuration of a wire fouled the chain. Chain and XBT messages
modified catenary when under tow. Smith were transmitted to the PARKA Il-A Opera-
(1969), in an intensive examination of the chain's tion Control Center. Sea surface temperatures

towing characteristics, empirically derived the were recorded every other hour on the odd hour.

towed configuration. He obtained equations for OMEGA, LORAN A, and celestial observa-

the depth of each thermistor as a function of the tions were used for navigation.
maximum depth of the chain. Computed sensor During PARKA II-A, REXBURG towed

the chain along five tracks or runs radiating from~depths are accurate to +-0.5 meter.4da±the FLIP site at 27°35'N, 157°44'W as shown
in Fig. I. These are the same tracks used by the

OPERATIONS source ship during the acoustic experiments.

NURDC operational procedures were The tracks and lengths of tow are tabulated in
identical throughout the PARKA il-A Experi- Table I.

TABLE I

Thermistor Chain Tracks in PARKA 1I-A

Event J Chain Tow Track Track Length

9-1 From 220N to FLIP site along 157"44'W 330 nmi
9-2 From FLIP site to 31*45'N along 157"44'W 265 nmi

9-3 From 31*45'N to FLIP site along 157644'W 265 nmi

9-4 From FLIP site out on a great circle track bearing 400 nmi
247°T from FLIP

9-5 Return to FLIP site following the same great circle 400 nmi
route traveled for Event 9-4
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The thermistor chain was also .)p#ratet A ridge like structure centered at 25°N
continuously during the time period between the latitude appears in the isotherm contours in the
end of Event 9-2 and the Leginning of Lve,,t 9-3, deeper levels. Such a structure could represent
when REXBURG drifted to conserve fuel, ex- sections through thermal domes associated with |
cept for a two-hour,,ystem maintenance interval. cyclonic eddies of dimensions comparable to
Operations while driftir.n were identical to those those given by Wyrtki (1967). The deeper iso-
conducted while underway. therms change depth by as much as 50 meters

The thermistor chain thus furnished many in less than 30 nautical miles horizontal distance,
details of the thermal structure in the upper and horizontal temperature gradients as strong
layers of the water column, supplementing the as 5.0 x 10 s°C/m occur. The "ridge" is asym-
XBT and STD data which were received from metric, with steeper isotherm slopes accom-
discrete geographical locations. Salient features panied by stronger horizontal gradients occurring
of the thermistor chain data are described in on its northern side. Vertical displacement of
the following discussion. isotherms decreases with decreasing depth as a

result of increased vertical mixing toward the

DISCUSSION surface. Smith (197 Ia) reports a similar, though
more extensive structure at nearly the same

Isotherm Contour IPlots location in PARKA I. Vertical sections of tern-

Isotherm-depth contours were plotted from perature along 158°W longitude prepared from
the hourly averaged temperature data for each bathythermograph data recorded during the
run and are presented in Figs. II through IS. NORPAC expeditions in 1955 (NORPAC j
Whole-degree isotherm depths were obtained by Committee, 191) also show a ridge near 25°N.
linear interpolation between adjacent tempera- The presence of these structures in data from

ture sensors on the chain. The vertical axes in PARKA I, PARKA II-A, and NORPAC indi-
the plots represent depth in meters, and the cates that they may b,:, a semi-permanent char-
horizontal axes are labeled according to time acteristic of the thermal structure north of the
and geographic position. The vertical exaggera- Hawaiian Islands.
tion of the plots is 1850: 1. Events 9-2 and 9-3 (Runs North of FLIP)

Event 9-1 (From 22°N to FLIP) Temperature data from Events 9-2 and 9-3

Temperature structure recorded during (Figs. 12 and 13) will be considered simulta-
Event 9-I is shown in Fig. II. Vertical thermal neously since these runs were made on the same
gradients observed on this run are strongest in track. Strong horizontal gradients are present
the depth interval from 60 to 90 meters. These in the thermal structure in this region. These
gradients range in magnitude from about 0.1 to occur between about 28°N and 30*N latitude at
0.2*C/m. At depths greater than 90 meters, verti- depths of 80 meters and deeper, and range up to
cal gradients decrease to approximately 0.02 to approximately 2.5 X 10-*C/m. Similar horizon-
0.05*C/rm. Mixed laver depth averages slightly tal gradients were observed in PARKA I (Smith,
more than 50 meters, with an approximate range 197 1a). and also are indicated in isotherm con-
of between 25 and 70 meters. The temperature tours from NORPAC (NORPAC Committee,
of the entire water column sampled by the chain 1960). The NORPAC data show these gradients
decreases by nearly l.0*C from south to north to extend to a depth of at least 700 meters. In
along the run. the present data, temperature throughout the
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water column between the surface and 220 mental error. This indicates that this degree of
meters depth decreases by slightly more than difference in the contours did not observably
2°C from the southern to the northern end of the affect propagation.

runs. Events 9-4 and 9-5 (Southwest Runs)
Vertical temperature gradients are greatest

at depths from 50 to 90 meters. Gradients in this Vertical temperature gradients recorded
depth interval range in magnitude from approxi. on Events 9-4 and 9-5 (Figs. 14 and 15) are
mately 0.1 to 0.2°C/m. At depths greater than strongest at depths from 60 to approximately
90 meters, vertical gradients decrease to magni- I 10 meters and range from nearly 0.1 to nearly
tudes of from 0.025 to 0.05°C/m. Mixed layer 0.2°C/m. At depths greater than 110 meters,
depth varies from slightly more than 40 meters vertical gradients remain within the limits of
to almost 70 meters, with the deeper values gen- 0.03 to 0.1 °C/m. Mixed layer depth varies from
erally occurring toward the southern end of the less than 40 meters to slightly more than 80
track. There is always a great deal of microstruc- meters over the length of the runs. The mixed
ture within the mixed layer, although it is some- layer is generally isothermal, although a small
times masked by experimental error. At several area of negative gradients appears at a range of
locations along the PARKA track, the mixed about 325 miles from FLIP on Events 9-4 and
layer is isothermal only to a depth of about 20 9-5. In this region, isothermal water extends only
meters, then shows a slight decrease in tempera- to a depth of about 15 or 20 meters, and in some

ture over the next 20 or 30 meters. Depending places may disappear completely. Below this
on how persistent this temperature change is isothermal layer, the water cools slowly with
and how gradually it occurs, it can change the depth. In several isolated cases, the temperature
sign of a sound velocity gradient within the layer at the bottom of the mixed layer (about 80
from slightly positive to slightly negative, thus meters) was nearly I°C colder than the near-
reducing the effectiveness of acoustic propaga- surface isothermal layer. Acoustic transmission
tion via the surface duct. via the surface duct would be impossible through

Such a situation was observed around any region where this ,egative gradient extended
29°40'N on Event 9-2 and 29610'N on Event all the way to the surlace.
9-3. Although isotherm contour plots like those There is no appreciable net change in tern-
in Figs. 12 and 13 do not clearly show such a perature throughout the water column along .,e
phenomenon, a clue to its existence can be seen track, except in the near-surface layer where
in the way the isotherms approach the surface. temperature increases by a little more than 1.0n C
In these two instances, the isotherms approach from FLIP to the end of the track 400 nautical
the surface at an angle, rather than vertically. miles away. As a consequence, the vertical tem-
The mixed layer thus cannot be truly isothermal perature gradient increases slightly with increas-
in such a region. ing distance from FLIP.

An apparent southward translation of the Two ridges dominate the profiles from this
thermal structure of about 20 nautical miles from track. These structures are centered at ranges
Event 9-2 to Event 9-3 is evident when the con- from the FLIP site of 100 and 225 nautical
tours are compared. It is important to note, miles. As mentioned above, they may represent
however, that the measured acoustic propagation cross sections through thermal domes associated
loss versus range reported in Volume I was with cyclonic eddies, eddy-associated domes of
identical for Events 9-2 and 9-3 within experi- this size are not unusual in the Hawaiian Islands
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region (Smith, 1967, and Patzert, 1969). Because oscillatory thermal features of small horizontal
no data were recorded transversely to the track extent. Isothermal conditions prevailed in the
of Events 9-4 and 9-5, no determination can be mixed layer throughout the runs. However, as
made of the true cause or geographical extent pointed out above, there were several regions
of the ridges. Vertical excursions of isotherms along the PARKA II-A tracks to the north and
in the larger ridge (centered 225 nautical miles southwest of FLIP where the mixed layer
from FLIP) occur throughout the depth range showed a mild negative gradient below a shallow
sampled by the chain. Isotherm depth changes isothermal layer. Unfortunately, the configura-
in the smaller ridge (centered 100 nautical miles tion, inherent accuracy, and processing scheme
from FLIP) occur only in the lower half of the of the chain system as emplhyed in PARKA
chain records. In both structures, depth changes i1-A tended to mask much of this thermal
of isotherms decreased with decreasing depth. microstructure.
Vertical excursions of isotherms of up to 80 Gross features of the thermal structure
meters in horizontal distances as short as 60 were stationary over the intei As between chain
nautical miles accompany the larger ridge. In tows over the same tracks, :-, high variability
the smaller ridge, isotherms undergo depth was present in the small scale features having
changes of as much as 50 meters in horizontal wavelengths less than approximately 25 nautical
distances of 25 nautical miles. Horizontal miles and vertical amplitudes less than about ten
gradients within the ridges are as great as 5.0 x meters (compare Events 9-2 and 9-3, Figs. 12
10-5°CIm. The larger ridge is asymmetric, with and 13, with Events 9-4 and 9-5, Figs. 14 and
stronger horizontal gradients on the side closer 15). These oscillations are superimposed on the
to FLIP than on the side away from FLIP. larger scale features and show no correlation

GE A from run to run over the same track.
The depth of strongest vertical gradient

No temperature inversions were encoun- and the mixed layer depth vary more in the pro-

tered in the chain data with the smoothing scale files from Events 9-4 and 9-5 than on the other
exployed; however, the incidence of inversions tracks, and the strongest vertical gradient and
in temperature records is largely a function of the mixed layer depth average about 10 to 20
sampling method and scale (Roden, 1964). At meters deeper on these runs than on any of the
the chain's normal towing speed of six knots the other runs. Even at the maximum depth (220
hourly averaging process filters out depth meters) sampled by the chain, there is still an
oscillations of isotherms which have wavelengths appreciable vertical temperature gradient which
less than six nautical miles. This averaging meth- indicates that the chain is not long enough to
od also eliminates, partially or totally, the non- penetrate the permanent thermocline.
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE

IV. SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE methods used in constructing these plots are
discussed below.

As discussed in Section 11 above, the
PARKA Il-A area falls largely within the North

Sound velocity in the ocean is usually ex- Pacific Central Water Mass. Therefore, the
pressed as a function of three variables: tempera- properties of the near-surface water do not
ture, salinity, and pressure. Between the surface change greatly out to a range of about 900 nauti-
and the depth of the deep sound channel axis cal miles from FLIP (shorter ranges to the

(about 750 meters near FLIP), temperature is south). All of the tracks covered by the various
the most important variable influencing sound ships in Events 9 and I 1 (Figs. I and 3) fall with-
velocity. Below the depth of the sound channel in the region, as do the first 900 nautical miles of
axis, the cumulative effect of pressure controls the aircraft runs in Event 13 (Fig. 2).

the structure of the sound velocity profile since The sound velocity structure within this
temperature and salinity usually vary little at area is characterized by a deep, well-formed

the" depths. sound channel, with an average axial velocity of
Two aspectg of the vertical sound velocity 1480 m/sec, and an axial depth of 750 meters.

structure are of major importance in sound The bottom of the sound channel in November

propagation, thc sound velocity and its gradient. and December is at a depth of about 4500
The sign of the gradient is a most important meters; bottom topography penetrates into the
feature which is often ignored when the gradient channel on the runs to the east, south, and south-
itself is small. The sign, of course, determines west of FLIP (Events 9-1, 9-4,9-5, 13-3, and 13-
whether the sound is bent upwards or down- 4). The mixed layer averages between 70 and 80
wards and thus is of critical importance in such meters in depth, though it can display consider-
regions as the mixed layer and for sonar systems able variability. (See Section 111, Parts A and B
designed to exploit that layer as a sound channel. above.) The mixed layer is generally isothermal,
The strength of the gradient and the sound veloc- and in most cases shows a slight positive sound
ity itself determine the severity of bending and velocity gradient, caused by increasing pressure.
determine travel times. However, in several locations along the PARKA

Two different presentations will be used Il-A tracks, isothermal water extends only to a
to describe these two characteristics of the sound depth of 15 to 20 meters, followed by a weak

velocity structure. The first is a series of shallow negative gradient to the bottom of the mixed
and deep profiles of sound velocity as a function layer. In areas where this negative gradient
of depth that indicate the strength and sign of the extended all the way to the surface, it would
gradient at various locations along the PARKA effectively block sound transmission by the
track. Each profile is plotted at the range from surface duct.
FLIP at which the observation was made, and To the north, both the axis and the bottom
carries a ship indicator letter at the bottom of of the sound channel shoal rapidly in the vicinity
the trace. Because of space limitations, no ab- of the water mass boundary between 42°N and
solute values are indicated on the profiles. The 45°N, and the thickness of the mixed layer
second presentation is the standard cross sec- decreases also.
tion, showing contours of sound velocity. From To the east the axis of the sound channel
these the velocity of sound at any range and remains deep almost until landfall at San Diego,
depth along the track can be determined. The although there is substantial bathymetric inter-
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ference. In addition, a boundary region near the Figures 19 and 20 are based on the data collected
edge of the California Current could change along the southwest track during Events 9-4 and
acoustic conditions in that region (about 1300 9-5. The techniques used in constructing these
nautical miles from FLIP). figures will be discussed under Figure Construc-

A comparison of directly-measured and tion below.
computed sound velocities shows the computed The deep sound velocity structure along
values to be consistently about 0.5 m/sec the PARKA north-sound track from 22°N,
greater, below the axis of the deep sound chan- through the FLIP site (27 035'N), to 360N is
nel. This discrepancy is attributed to minor in- shown by the velocity profiles plotted in Fig.
accuracies in Wilson's equation, and is probably 16. The depth of the sound channel axis averages
of little importance in predicting acoustic between 740 and 750 meters, which is in close
propagation. agreement with PARKA I data (Maury Center

for Ocean Science, 1969b). In PARKA I the

PROPAGATION LOSS AND ARRIVAL STRUC- axis remained around 750 meters between 22°N

TURE, SHIP RUNS (EVENTS 9 AND 11) and 31°N, then shoaled to 700 meters at 36°N.
Because of a paucity of data north of 32°N, this

Summary latter feature cannot clearly be identified during
Throughout the region covered by ship PARKA Il-A, although several CONRAD pro-

runs during PARKA Il-A, a well-formed sound files seem to indicate such behavior.
channel prevails, with an average axial depth of The maximum sound velocity above the
about 750 meters and an average axial velocity axis is generally located in the mixed layer. The
of about 1480 m/sec (±t I m/sec). The mixed bottom of the sound channel, that depth at which
layer averages between 70 and 80 meters in the surface (or near-surface) sound velocity
depth, producing a weak surface duct in this maximum recurs below the axis (also called
area during the autumn season. Occasionally, critical depth), occurs around 4500 meters.
the usual weakly-positive gradients in the sur- Where the water depth is 5500 meters, this re-
face layer are interspersed with profiles dis- suits in a "depth excess" of about 1000 meters,
playing slightly negative gradients. These would which provides for reliable convergence zone
have the effect of interrupting propagation via propagation. As shown in the bathymetric pro-
the surface duct. The greatest variations in sound file of the north-south track from 22°N to 36°N
velocity in each profile occur in the interval (Fig. 18), such a depth excess prevails on the
between the bottom of the mixed layer and the track north of FLIP. The track to the south to-
sound channel axis. ward Oahu is severely bottom limited, however,

Figures 16, 17, 19, and 20 display all the by shoaling of the average depth to about 4500
deep velocimeter and STD data collected along meters, and by several seamounts rising above
the PARKA Il-A ship tracks (Figs. I and 3), the critical depth. These intrude into the bottom
regardless of the time during the experiment third of the sound channel, and can be expected
when the observation was made. Data shallower to degrade acoustic propagation severely on this
than 1000 meters were eliminated from these leg.
illustrations to avoid overplotting near the sur- The sound velocity gradient is normally
face. Figures 16 and 17 cover the north-south quite stable in the deep ocean below the axis of
track from 22°N to 36°N, and include all deep the sound channel. From Fig. 16, the gradient
data from Events 9-1, 9-2, 9-3, 11 -1, and 11-2. is determined to be 0.0176 sec-1. This agrees
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closely with 0.0 178 sec- 1, the gradient predicted as Figs. 16 and 19) and contoured cross sections
by Wilson's equation (Wilson, 1960) when only (as in Figs. 17 and 20). These illustrations are
the effect of pressure is considered. The nega- based only on the somewhat sparse deep obser-
tive gradient above the sound channel axis is vations, and nearly all the available data were
considerably steeper than the deep gradient, and plotted. When confronted with high data density
is much more variable. (as in the figures for shallow depths discussed

Figure 17 displays in contoured form the below) the method used in plotting the data be-
velocity profile data of Fig. 16. The sound veloc- comes important, since some data must arbitrar-
ity contours (isotachs) were drawn for a contour ily be eliminated to insure the legibility of what
interval of 5 m/sec. The axial velocity of slightly remains.
more than 1480 m/sec over the length of the The following discussion describes the
track is not specifically contoured. Surface techniques used in plotting the profiles and con-
velocity decreases from 1534 rn/sec: at 22*N tehiussdinpoigteprflsadc-
(-330lnautityecrales) tom 15 rn/sec at 2°N toured cross sections shown in this volume.(--330 nautical miles) to 1511 m/sec at 36°N ,

(510 nautical miles), with most of the decrease
occurring in the transition zone north of 32°N
(265 nautical miles). This decrease in sound 1. Sound Velocity Profiles
velocity is caused by the influence of cooler T
northern water. Because of the vertical scale The shallow sound velocity structure in
employed here, little detailed structure is evi- the PARKA area from the surface to a depth of

dent, particularly near the surface, but the uni- 750 meters is shown by six shallow sound I
formity of the deep ocean environment is clearly velocity profile plots (Fig. 22, 23, 24, 28, 29,

indicated, and 32), one for each acoustic event (Events 9-1,
The sound velocity structure along the 9-2, 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, and one for both 11-1 and

400 nautical mile track southwest of FLIP 11-2). Each profile includes oceanographic data
(Events 9-4 and 9-5) is shown in Figs. 19 and 20. collected only during the time the particular

The deep axial sound velocity, depth of axis, and acoustic experiment was being conducted. The I
ýhe gradients above and below the axis are shallow profiles extend to a depth of only 750
imilar to those north and south of FLIP dis- meters, because not enough deeper data were

cussed above (Figs. 16 and 17). The bathymetric collected during the two and one-half to three
profile for this track is displayed in Fig. 21. day duration of each run to justify extending
St: Ling at a range of about 150 nautical miles the scale any deeper. Most of the shallow pro-

from FLIP, this track encounters very rough files are constructed from XBT's, which termi-
ain, with a seamount rising over 2000 meters nate at this depth. These plots permit a detailed

from the ocean floor at a range of 225 nautical analysis of the near-surface environment, where
miles from FLIP. Other seamounts on both sides the sound velocity structure is most variable.
of the track also intrude into the sound channel, Nearly all of the profiles were computed by
interfering with acouitic propagation through- FNWC using measured temperature data from
out the area. XBT's, AXBT's, and the thermistor chain,

combined with archival salinity data. A few
Figure Construction MARYSVILLE profiles are based on shallow

The prominent characteristics of the sound measurements of sound velocity obtained with
velocity structure are shown in profiles (such a velocimeter.
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2. Contoured Cross Sections of MARYSVILLE velocimeter), with shallow data
Sound Velocity (REXBURG thermistor chain, or XBT's from

A series of six shallow cross sections of any ship) used to fill in the blank spaces.
sound velocity have been plotted for the same Stations from the various PARKA ships

acoustic events and are based on the same data were plotted in the following order: CONRAD,
as the profiles discussed above. These were SANDS, MARYSVILLE, REXBURG. The

constructed by contouring machine-plotted plotting program did not permit two stations to

sound velocity values as a function of depth be plotted in the same location; consequently,

and range from FLIP. The paper size, height and the deeper observations from the first ship took
width of numbers, etc., required the deletion of precedence over the shallower information from

some observations to prevent overplotting. the others. As SANDS stayed in essentially the
The individual stations were computer- same location during the entire experiment,

sorted by ship, depth, and time of observation. only one or two of her stations were included.
Each plot, therefore, includes only the environ- The contour interval is 5 m/sec. The plots
mental data collected during the particular used to construct these cross sections were
acoustic event. Preference in plotting was given machine-printed with no more than one station
to deep data (e.g., CONRAD STD, SANDS and every two nautical miles in the horizontal, and
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one data point every seven meters in the verti- from 22°N to 36°N, from the surface to a depth
cal. Consequently, the smallest feature that can of 750 meters. TIis depth approximately marks
be shown is about four miles wide by fourteen the base of the permanent thermocline, which
meters deep. Ranges from FLIP are shown in coincides with the axis of the deep sound
nautical miles. channel. Figure 22 includes all observations

The series of 750-meter illustrations covers made during Event 9-I, from 22°N to FLIP
the water column above the axis of the sound (at 27°35'N). Figure 23 shows profiles collected
channel. This region typically displays the during Event 9-2 from FLIP north to 36°N,
largest fluctuations in velocity structure. The and Fig. 24 shows profiles collected during Event
cross sections are a static presentation of a 9-3 from 36°N south to FLIP. Each profile is
dynamic medium, and are influenced by the plotted at the appropriate range from FLIP and
sampling method and contour interval. Although carries a ship indicator letter at the bottom of
the data points were plotted along the track to the trace.
facilitate contouring, they are not in chronolog- These sound velocity profiles display vary-
ical order. Therefore, some of the perturbations ing degrees of detail caused by differences in
shown by the isotachs may be caused by changes the vertical sampling intervals used aboard
in the near-surface sound velocity structure different ships. Considerable detail is evident
during the time that elapsed between the occupa- in the 220-meter profiles computed from tem-
tion of adjacent stations. This may also partially perature data collected by the NURDC thermis-
account for the noticeable lack of agreement tor chain aboard REXBURG. The consistently
between these contours and those constructed negative gradients between the mixed layer and
from the N U RDC thermistor chain temperature about 700 to 800 meters are typical of the
measurements in Section 111, Part B. Each event thermocline region where temperature is the
covers between two and a half and three days, controlling factor. This region forms the upper
and considerable variability in the near-surface portion of the deep sound channel.
environment may occur over such a period. The The mixed layer (in agreement with tem-
different methods of data collection and coding perature observations) extends from the surface
may also introduce minor perturbations of the to depths of 70 to 80 meters, both north and
isotachs. south of FLIP. A comparison of the profiles

shown in these three figures indicates that there
is very little difference in the sound velocity

Shallow Sound Velocity Structure North gradient over the length of the north-south
and South of FLIP (Events 9-1, 9-2, and 9-3) track. A slight positive sound velocity gradient

As has been stated, the depth interval appears in the mixed layer in most of the profiles,
between the surface and the axis of the deep regardless of their location on the track. As
sound channel displays more variability than isothermal conditions usually prevail in this
any other part of the water column. In addition, layer, this slight positive gradient results from
the characteristics of the sound velocity struc- increasing pressure. The positive gradient pro-
ture in this depth region are particularly impor- duces upward refraction of sound and can lead
tant since in most situations the source and/or to repeated surface reflections for a source in
receiver lie within the domain. Figures 22 this layer. Any perturbations in the depth of the
through 24 display the gross sound velocity mixed layer will tend to distort the cyclic sym-
conditions along the north-south PARKA track metry of this mode of propagation.
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In a few cases, slightly negative gradients water mass, which is similar to the subarctic
exist within the mixed layer. This situation can water found farther north, forms only the upper-
best be observed at approximately 100 to 150 most part of the water column (Roden, 1970).
nautical miles north of FLIP (Figs. 23 and 24). Roden also suggests that the persistence of this
A change in gradient of this type frequently re- shallow water mass is accounted for principally
flects spatial or temporal fluctuations of the by winds and air/sea energy exchange. Con-
medium. Such perturbations in the velocity sequently, this noticeable change in sound veloc-
structure within the mixed layer can have a ity is restricted to the upper layers of the water
significant effect upon sound transmission both colum. Below a depth of about 250 meters, thewithin and below the layer. When both sound nearly horizontal and parallel isotachs predomi-

source and receiver are located within the layer, nate over all other features that occur along
a negative gradient will produce the classic the tracks (see also Fig. 17).
shadow zone phenomenon. Thus, the existence Figures 26 and 27 depict the sound veloc-
of isolated reversals in gradient within the layer ity conditions along the same track but differing
indicates that the character of sound refraction in time by about three days. Comparison of these
observed in this region may be particularly sen- two illustrations shows that, although very
sitive to the depth of the source, and that trans- similar, the two figures are not identical, even
mission via Zhe surface duct may be unreliable below 500 meters. Because of the arbitrary
or impossible. method of construction, these contour plots do

Figures 25 through 27 display contoured not depict the environment precisely, though
cross sections of the same data included in Figs. they can reveal the type and the magnitude of
22 through 24 above. Figure 25 includes data perturbations to be expected. The irregularities
from Event 9-1, Fig. 26 from Event 9-2, and present here suggest time-dependent fluctuations
Fig. 27 from Event 9-3. These cross sections of the medium. As noted in Volume I of this
indicate the non-isothermal character of the report, the changes in contours between Event
mixed layer at a range of about 100 to 150 nauti- 9-2 and 9-3 did not result in observable differ-
cal miles north of FLIP (Figs. 26 and 27). The ences in the measured acoustic propagation
existence of such pockets or tongues of warmer loss.

(higher velocity) water in the mixed layer prob- Above the depth of the permanent thermo-
ably caused the appearance of the negative sound cline, temperature is the major factor in deter-
velocity gradients observed in this same area mining sound velocity. The steepest sound i

on Figs. 23 and 24. It is very likely, therefore, velocity gradient shown in Figs. 25 through 27
that propagation via the surface duct would be is located at a depth of 60 to 90 meters, and
interrupted through this area. coincides with the strongest temperature gradi-

The surface sound velocity along the track ent displayed in the temperature cross sections
south of FLIP (Fig. 25) averages about 1534.0 in Figs. 11 through 15 in Section 111, Part B.
rm/sec. North of FLIP, (Figs. 26 and 27), a de-
crease in the surface sound velocity of over 20 Shallow Sound Velocity Structure Southwest

nm/sec occurs over the 500 nautical miles be- of FLIP (Events 9-4 and 9-A)
tween FLIP and the northern end of the track, Events 9-4 and 9-5 were conducted in
with most of the change occurring between 32°N opposite directions along a 400-nautical mile
and 36°N. This trend reflects the transition zone great circle track on a bearing of 247°T from
north of 32°N. However, this transition zone FLIP. The shallow sound velocity profiles show
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1. Nominal FlAP poaPluon: 27*35'N,1570 44'W
2. Observations are plotted at actual range from FLIP along top
3. Lutter at bottom of profile indicates source of data:
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1. Nominal FLIP position: 27*35'N,1570 44'W
2. Observations are plotted at actual range from FLIP along top scale
3. Letter at bottom of profile indicates source of data:
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE

that isovelocity or near-isovelocity conditions LONG RANGE PROPAGATION LOSS,
prevail in the mixed layer, except where the AIRCRAFIr RUNS (EVENT 13)
mixed layer de,•pens at a point about 320 nauti-
cal miles southwest of FLIP (Fig. 28 for Event Summary
9-4 and Fig. 29 for Event 9-5). The gradients
displayed in these profiles are similar to those During Event 13 aircraft dropped explo-
along the north-south track (Figs. 22, 23, and sive charges for propagation loss studies along
24). A slight sound velocity minimum appears five runs on three long-range tracks radiating
in several profiles at a depth of about 75 meters from FLIP (Fig. 2). The tracks to Adak (Events
on both runs along the southwest track. This 13-1 and 13-2) and San Diego (Events 13-3 and
minimum produces a secondary sound channel 13-4) were completed in both directions, with
which could enchance detection of a target in charges dropped inbound and outbound, but
the layer, although the effect would be restricted AXBT's dropped inbound to FLIP only. The
to short ranges at isolatee 1ocnv run along the PARKA I track due north to 55°N

Figures 30 and 3 ,,isp i,' coitoured cross was completed using charges only (Event 13-5).
sections of the same data r!tJhded in Figs. 28 The return trip plus a planned round trip to
and 29. These vait• s are suwnlar to those con- Seattle were eliminated after FLIP was disabled
toured in ig. 25 for the track from Oahu to on 1 December. Because of equipment failures
FLIP. The figures for the southwest track show and other problems, environmental data in the

virtually parallel and almost horizontal isotachs form of good AXBT traces were collected to
with no surfacing of the near-surface contours only Hmited ranges on Events 13-1 and 13-3.
except near maximum range, beyond 350 nauti- Figures 34 and 35 show sound velocity profiles
cal miles. In this area, the isotachs indicate a along these tracks constructed from the PARKA I

confused velocity structure in the mixed layer, AXBT data combined with archival salinity
with possible interruptions of the surface duct. information. In order to describe the sound
Although the layer is apparently not isothermal velocity conditions along the entire length of
in this region, no negative gradients are apparent all of the acoustic runs, some supplementary
on the near-surface portion of the profiles given profiles have been constructed. Figures 36
in Figs. 28 and 29. through 39 display a series of sound velocity

profiles computed by FNWC from archival
Nansen cast data for the four Event 13 tracks.

Shallow Sound Velocity Structure North Bathymetric profiles collected by the PARKA
of MAHI (Events 11-1 and 11-2) ships prior to the experiment are also shown on

these figures.
Figures 32 and 33 show all data collected The ocean environment on the tracks

during both Events 11-1 and 11-2, and are in- radiating northward from FLIP to Alaska (Figs.
cluded primarily for record. After FLIP had 36 and 37) is characterized by a deep sound
been disabled, these acoustic runs were carried channel that shoals rapidly in the vicinity of the
out on a north-south track utilizing MAHI as Subarctic Convergence (about 42°N). The
the receiving ship. The profiles and the corre- critical depth decreases rather uniformly from
sponding contoured cross section are based on FLIP northward to Alaska.
few observations, and provide little new infornia- In contrast, the axis of the sound channel
tion concerning the sound velocity structure. remains relatively deep on the track eastward to
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE

San Diego (Fig. 38). However, sound velocity the Alaskan coast, the axis shoals gradually to
conditions do not remain constant along the about 100 meters (55 fathoms) near the northern
entire track. In the vicinity of the California end of the tracks. As shown in Figs. 36 and 37,
Current a marked boundary region exists be- the critical depth drops to less than 600 meters
tween two water masses (Fig. 4) at about 1300 (330 fathoms) off AI-ska, which is just below the
nautical miles range. Propagation loss measured axis. With depth excess increasing from 1000
at FLIP should generally increase with range meters at FLIP to 4200 meters off the Alaskan
until this transition zone is reached, where coast, convergence zone propagation is unim-
significant perturbations may occur. Partial peded over the length of both of these tracks.
interruption of acoustic p-.opgation by seamounts The Mid-Pacific Transition Zone is char-
and other complex bathymetry is possible every- acterized by near-surface instabilities and a
where on this track from a range of 500 nautical complex vertical structure in the upper several
miles to the coast of California. hundred meters of the water column. Farther

north a characteristic vertical temperature struc-
ture prevails over most of the Subarctic Pacific

Adak avd Due North Aircraft Runs region. This structure (termed "dichothermal"
(Events 13-1, 13-2, and 13-5) by Uda, 1963) is characterized by a temperature

minimum at a depth of about 100 meters, and
The oceanographic features and the sound can be formed in two ways. First, just north of

velocity structure along the Adak and "due the Subarctic Convergence, warmer subsurface
north" runs are similar and will be considered water of tropical origin may intrude into the
together. N,)rth-northwestward from FLIP there subarctic water mass, resulting in a temperature
is a typical substropical sound velocity struc- minimum immediately above the intrusion
ture which extends to about 32°N (Figs. 36 and (about 100 meters), and a temperature maximum
37). It consists of a well-defined deep sound at the depth of the iW ision. Water associated
channel with an average axial depth of 750 with this temperature maximum is called "meso-
meters (410 fathoms). Between 32°N and 42°N, thermal" by Uda when found in the subarctic
the Mid-Pacific Transition Zone is encountered. region. Second, a similar temperature structure
This zone couples a deep, 750-meter sound found to the north-northwest is probably caused
channel having a large velocity difference to the by seasonal heating effects.
south with a much shallower, 200-meter sub- The dichothermal/mesothermal structure
arctic sound channel having a considerably accounts in part for the shallow sound channel
smaller difference to the north. Much of this found in the area described above. The strength
change in the character of the sound channel of the channel and- the critical depth (bottom
apparently takes place near the northern edge of the channel) should be seasonally dependent.
of this transition zone, near 42°N. As indicated Increased surface temperature in summer and
earlier in this Section, the bottom of the sound the associated near-surface negative gradient
channel at the FLIP site occurs at about 4500 intensifies the sound channel; in winter the sur-
meters (2460 fathoms); at 50°N it occurs around face layer becomes isothermal, and as the near-
500 meters (270 fathoms). Although the critical surface temperature maximum decreases, the
depth decreases gradually with increasing critical depth becomes shallower, and the
latitude from FLIP, it also shows a sharp de- maximum velocity difference decreases. Re-
crease around 42°N. From 42°N northward to gardless of seasonal changes, topography does
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A
1. Nominal FLIP position: 27*35'N,157°44'W
2. Observations are plotted at actual range from FLIP along top scale
3. Letter at bottom of profile indicates source of data:
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9-4 (Propagation Loss and Arrival Structure), from FLIP to about 24030N.165020'W
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1. Nominal FLIP position: 27•0 35'N,157a44'W
2. Observations an plotted at actual range from FLIP along top scale
3. Letter at bottom of profile indicates source of data:
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t 9-5 (Propagation Lou and Arrival Structure), from about 24 0 30'N,165020'W to FLIP
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1. MAHI position: 26-09'N,1570 41'W
2. Observations are plotted at actual range from MAHI along top scale
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE
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These classified figures are to be used in conjunction
with Maury Center Report 006, Volume 2, PARKA II-A, The
Oceanographic Measurements. They are being distribu-te-i
separately to permit the basic publication to be used on
an unclassified basis.
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE

not intrude into the sound charmel in this San Diego. This 1000-meter decrease in the
region. The presence of dichothermal/mesot.her- critical depth is more than matched by a 1500-
mal conditions are evident in Fig. 37 and to a meter decrease in the average bottom depth
lesser extent in Fig. 36. between FLIP and San Diego. The amount of

In summary, along the two PARKA tracks excess depth is usually oniy about 500 meters,
in particular, but also more general'y over a and in some places is zero. At a range of about
large portion of the northern North Pacific, we 500 nautical miles and at several other greater
can expect improvement of coupling of the ranges, convergence zone propagation is seri-
source to the sound channel as the source moves ouslv hindered by seamounts penetrating the
northward. The improvement is a consequence sound channel.
mainly of a shoaling axis, and a decrease in the At a range of about 1300 nautical miles,
critical depth. This funneling effect should begin the presence of Boundary Water ir the upper
to be prominent when the source reaches 42°N several hundred meters of the water column

could affect acoustic propagation through the
San Diego Aircraft Run area. Figure 38 lacks sufficient profile density
(Events 13-3 and 13-4) and detail to display adequately the velocity

conditions in this region, but the near-surface

Three water masses affect sound propaga- sound velocity structure is typically more com-
tion along the great circle track between FLIP plex here than that found on either side of the
and San Diego. These water masses extend to boundary zone. Transitory secondary sound
a depth of several hundred meters. North Pacific channels in the near-surface layer are frequently
Central Water, described in Section HI, is located found in and near the boundary region. Figure
along the western part of the track, and Tiansi- 40 (from Christensen and Lee, 1965) indicates
tion Water is found adjacent to the coast of the different vertical structures that may be -4

Southern California. Boundary Water lies be- found in the area.
tween these two water masses and has a hori- Transition water dominates the area near
zontal extent of several hundred miles at the San Diego: Figs. 35 and 38 provide representa- I
latitude of San Diego. The Boundary Water tive sound velocity profiles for this water mass.
zone coincides closely with the California
Current, whose effects also extend to a depth FEATURES OF SOUND VELOCITY PROFILES
of several hundred meters. FATURE FISUND SITE

The major features of the vertical sound AT THE FLIP/SANDS SITE

velocity structure in the presence of North Figure 41 shows a sequence of four sound
Pacific Central Water can be seen in Fig. 38 velocity profiles spanning a period of about
and are generally similar to those described three weeks. These profiles were taken by
below for the FLIP area. The axis of the sound SANDS near FLIP, and, for illustrative pur-
channel remains deep (between 700 and 800 poses, may be considered a times-series. The
meters) from FLIP all the way east to the Cali- only distinguishable change during the three-
fornia coast. The critical depth, however, week period is a slight reduction in the sound
deepens from about 4500 meters (2460 fathoms) -locity maximum in the mixed layer, which
at FLIP to over 4600 meters (2520 fathoms) at reduces the value for critical depth and s'ightly
a range of 600 nautical miles, then shoals grad- improves propagation via the convergence zone
ually to about 3500 meters (1910 fathoms) off path.
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There is a noticeable positive sound veloc- variability, differences in the way the data were
ity gradient in the mixed layer, representing coded, or any combination of these. Figure 44
isothermal conditions dominated by the pressure shows a comparison between another pair of
gradient. The positive gradient in the layer would temperature profiles resulting from a CONRAD
support propagation via the surface duct, the STD observation and a coincident XBT. The
mean depth of which is approximately 70 meters. agreement shown here is excellent, with the
A time series plot of SANDS XBT's, shown in greatest difference (four meters) occurring
Fig. 42, indicates the variability of the near at the bottom of the mixed layer. In general,

'orface environment during PARKA Il-A. the CONRAD system agreed quite well with
Many complexities of the profiles in the data from other systems taken at approximately

depth interval between the mixed layer and the the same location and time.
sound channel axis are reflected in corresponding XBT's, however, can be 4 uite erratic; a
temperature-salinity (T-S) diagrams. Some illus- thorough analysis of XBT data taken during ]
trative T-S plots are presented in Fig. 5a in PARKA I (Whalen and Northrop, 1971) indi-
Section III, Part A. The sound channel axis cates that individual XBT probes will sometimes
mean depth of about 750 meters, and mean give erroneous results, and that these discre-
velocity of about 1480 insec agree closely with pancies can be difficult to detect. Also, as men-
archival data. The slight shoaling of the critical tioned in Section I11, Part A above, layer depths
depth during the period of observation is in this region do change by more than 22 meters
undoubtedly the result of seasonal cooling. The over a period of time (Fig. 10); internal waves
average depth excess (the distance between could cause such a change. Therefore, the cause
the bottom of the sound channel and the bottom of the difference between the two traces given
of the ocean) is about 1000 meters, and thus in Fig. 43 cannot definitely be identified.
convergence zone transmission is reliable for
this time of year. Comparison of Computed and

Measured Sound Veloeitles

COMPARISON OF SOUND VELOCITY DATA During the PARKA iI-A Experiment, an

FROM DIFFERENT SYSTEMS attempt was made to compare values of sound
velocity measured with velocimeters aboard

XBT's Compared with STD System SANDS and MARYSVILLE with other data
Figure 43 displays the shallow portion of computed using measured temperature and

two CONRAD temperature profiles, one from salinity data in Wilson's equation (Wilson,

an XBT and the other from an STD station. Two 1960). SANDS employed an NUS Model TR4
obvious discrepancies between these profiles velocimeter and an NUS Model 1210-004 depth
can be seen: a change in the depth of the layer, gauge. MARYSVILLE employed an NUS
and an offsaft of the profile in the region of the Model 1630-002 sound velocity/temperature/
thermocline. pressure sensor. STD measurements from CON-

The large change in layer depth (22 meters) RAD were used as the inputs to Wilson's equa-
and the noticeable thermocline offset may both tion to compute sound speed. The Lamont-
result from a number of factors: the difference Doherty Geological Observatory provided
between the times and locations of the two corrected salinity and depth data for use in
observations, instrument error, environmental Wilson's equation. The computations were
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE
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SOUND VELOCITY STRUCTURE

carried out in accordance with U.S, Naval SOUD 4 SPEED IO0SEC)

Oceanographic Office Special Publication 58 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(1962).

Because questions arose concerning the -
precision and consistency of the sound velocity
measurements that were made during the
PARKA I Experiment (Whalen and others, 10DD
1971), considerable care was taken during the
PARKA i1-A Fxperiment to ensure that the
sound velocimeter systems aboard SANDS IOo0
and MARYSVILLE were kept in accurate
calibration. The basic difference between the
PARKA I and PARKA i1-A results is that there 20-0

was better compensation in the depth gauge
electronics for the second experiment. Also, MARSVILLEANDSAND

the SANDS velocimeter was calibrated prior DATA ARE MEASURZD.

to the operation and no significant changes were CONRAD DATA ARETA
COMPUTED FROM

found when it was recalibrated upon completion 3o MEASURED TEMPERA-
3000 -TURE AND SALINITY

of the exercise. The depth gauge was calibratod OBSERVATIO14S

only prior to the operation, because the initialv "
pressure setting had 'ot changed since the 35' MARYSVILLE VELO-

original calibration. The complete sound veloc- 27*32'N 57*43'W

imeter system aboard MARYSVILLE was cali- DEPTH 5450 ME

brated before and after the PARKA II-A , SANDS 15739'

Experiment. 2217Z 24NOV,9
DEPTH, 5500 METERS

Figure 45 shows three superimposed veloc- 4500 -
ity profiles, two from direct measurements and CONRAD STO27"39'N 157e44'W

one constructed from Wilson's equation. The DEPTH 556 METERS

abscissa scale has been expanded in order to 0oo
display more clearly the differences in sound
velocity between the profiles. The profiles fromSANDS and MARYSVILLE were recorded o-

by velocimeter about two hours and -.even nauti- Fig. 45 - :omparison Between Two
cal miles apart. The CONRAD STD profile Measured and One Computed Sound
was taken in the same area, but about 20 hours Ve~ocity Profile
later. Table 2 lists velocity values from the Figure 45 and Table 2 show very close
three systems. agreement between the two sound velocimeter

In Fig. 46 a MARYSVILLE measured systems used during the experiment. The ob-
profile and a CONRAD computed profile (via served differenct , appear mainly in the thermo-
Wilson's equation) are shown. These two sets cline region, and probably can be accounted for
of values, also quasisynoptic and taken within by the changes taking place in the medium over
a few miles of each other, are listed in Table 3. a period of several hours. However, inspection
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SOUND VELOCITY 9TRUCTURE

SOUN SPEED01 00 SEC) of the sound velocimeter systems used did not1470 14Wo 1490 150 151 15o 1530 154015 150so,
0 produce accurate depth measurements (Whalen

and others, 1971). These differences, however,
tended to increase proportionately with depth.

o: - In addition, although PARKA I computed sound
velocities were also somewhat higher than the

IWO - _measured values, no real comparison was at-
tempted, for several reasons. In PARKA i, most
of the sound velocity computations were made

I0O - with archival salinities, due to a lack of any deep
PARKA salinity data (Wolff and Lackie, 1971).
This use of archival (or assumed) salinity data

2000 - occasionally caused differences of 0.1 to 0.2

m/sec ir sound velocity, when compared with
,200sound velocities computed from measured

MARYSVILLE DATA ARE salinities. A "rounding off" error in the FNWC
AMEASRE .COWFROATM computation program also caused minor dis-

30 MEASURDTE-'ATU• crepancies between profiles. Any attempt ata14 3000 -AND SALINITY OBSER--
VATIONS comparing computed and measured values was

also overshadowed by the uncertainity caused
3500 - by the inaccurate depth measurements refer-

enced above (Whalen and others, 1971). Due to

these uncertainties, the small differences noted
oARYSVILLE VELOCIMETER between measured and computed sound veloc-
27029'N 057N38VW ities in PARKA I were not considered to be00O332 30 NOV 69

DEPTH, 5520 METERS significant.
CONRAD STO The discrepancies discovered in PARKA27*30'N 157"43*W

1200Z 30NOV69 11-A are consistent, and suggest constant offset.
50DT - Although some of the problems (such as the

rounding off error) may continue to influence the
PARKA I-A data, a different explanation may

5500 1 be required. Recently, Carnvale and others
Fig. 46 - Comparison Between a Mea- (1968) made a detailed laboratory comparison
sured and a Computed Sound Velocity of sound speeds using various methods of

Profile measurement. Although pressure and salinity

of both figures reveals a consistent discrepancy effects were not considered, it was found that
between directly measured and computed values in the 00C to 25°C temperature range, values
for depths below the sound channel axis. Values obtained from Wilson's equation were consis-
determined from Wilson's equation in this re- tently higher than those measured directly by
gion are all 0.5 m/sec or more higher than those 0.2 to 0.3 m/sec. This may, at least partially,
measured directly. It also appears that this account for the observed disci'epancy. Although
systematic difference is independent of depth. this observed bias is not apparent above the
During PARKA 1, the pressure sensors in some sound channel axis, it may be overshadowed by
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TABLE 3
Comparison Between CON RAD (Computed) and
MARYSVILLE (Measured) Sound Velocity Data

CONRAD MARYSVILLE Differences in
1200Z, 30 Nov 69 0033Z, 30 Nov 69 Sound Velocity

Depth 27030'N, 157043'W 27029'N, 157 038'W (m/sec)
(M)

Sound Velocity Sound Velocity CONRAD-
(mlsec) (mlsec) MARYSVILLE•

0 1531i.5 1530.0 1.5

50 1532.3 1531.9 0.4
100 1523.5 1527.1 -3.6
200 ;514.7 1514,0 0.7
300 1502.9 1504.4 -1.5
400 1493.7 1493.0 0.7
500 1487.5 1487.7 -0.2
600 1482.9 1483.7 -0.8
700 1482.3 1481.3 1.0
800 1481.6 1480.9 0.7
900 1482.0 1481.2 0.8

1000 148216 1482.0 0.6
1200 1483.8 1483.2 0.6
1500 1486.5 1486.0 0.5
2000 1492.2 1491.0 1.2 j
3000 1506.8 1506.0 0.8

4000 1524.1 - -
5000 1541.0

medium variability there. It should be stressed, II-A is considered generally excellent. Discrep-
however, that our comparisons have a small ancies noted between measured sound velocities
data base. Future comparisons of this type and those computed from measured temperature
should be based on several simultaneous stations and salinity data may be due to minor inaccura-
at the same location, using as many different cies in Wilson's equation used in the computa-
measuring systems as possible, tions. These discrepancies, however, will

Agreement between the various environ- probably have a negligible effect on the useful-
mental sensor systems employed in PARKA ness of the data in predicting sound propagation.
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3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.
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By direction
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